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WordWorks Newsletter #82 Special Issue:
Pete Bowers, August 18, 2016
Structure Is Freeing Once You See It:
Reflecting on learning through SWI at Nueva
One afternoon on a Nueva Grade 7 backpacking trip in
Yosemite, I was walking by a riverbank near my campsite
when something caught my eye. A ray of sunlight shone
down on a vibrant red, alien-looking plant on the forest
floor. I assumed it had to be some kind
of mushroom since it had no green,
but it didn’t look like any mushroom I’d
ever seen before. I snapped a shot
and started to move on -- only to see
another of these odd plants a minute
later. Then I spotted a clump of them a
little farther off the trail in the shade. I
hadn’t noticed any plants like this for
the previous two days, so I wondered if
there was something about this plant
that specifically liked being by a river.
When I got back to camp, I showed our guide the picture I
had taken. “Ah,” he said. “That’s a snow plant. They’re
semi-parasitic plants that come up right after the snow
melts. We’ve been walking by them all day.”
So, it turned out I had been seeing these strange looking
plants all day – or at least they had been in my field of
view. It was just that I had not noticed them until a
sunbeam helpfully screamed, “Look here!” Suddenly I
saw them everywhere, even in the shadows.

Background on WordWorks and SWI @ The Nueva School
For the 2015-2016 school year I accepted an invitation to take a position as
the first visiting scholar at The Nueva School near San Francisco. In the
previous few years I had made short on-campus workshop visits (3-5 days)
as well as two SWI Nueva Summer Institutes. This work supported the
learning of teachers at Nueva, as well as the rapidly growing practice of
SWI in the Bay Area and around the world. Before my post there, the
integration of SWI into the culture of teaching/learning in the primary
section (Pre-K to Grade 4) had already affected a foundational shift in the
every-day practice of teachers across the primary grades. Emily Kolatch,
head of primary at Nueva, argued in her article on SWI (Summer, 2015):
“I believe that work we’ve begun doing with Structured Word
Inquiry is profound and revolutionary. I believe that it is relevant to
educators who work in every discipline and with all age groups. I
believe that it represents most accurately what we know about
teaching and learning and enacts the core values held in our
community.”
For the 2015-2016 school year, Nueva decided to capitalize on the
established momentum by having me work full-time on campus to
consolidate and deepen the understanding of SWI in the primary division
and to begin the process of introducing it to the middle and high school.
For more detailed illustrations of the learning going on across the divisions
at Nueva, see my two WordWorks Newsletters (WW Newsletter #80; WW
Newsletter #81). By contrast, this newsletter attempts to share a sense of
the big picture of how students of all ages and their teachers can gain a
level of linguistic understanding that is not only way ahead of typical
practice, but also far ahead of what is typically considered in the most
current literacy research. I also attempt to convey a sense of why young
students and teachers become so interested in linguistic knowledge that can
seem arcane to those who do not yet have an understanding of the
interrelation of spelling-structures and the meanings of words. A core
dynamic to this story is the idea that I repeat so often:
Nothing motivates learning like understanding.
This particular virtuous cycle of learning begins with the seemingly
innocuous observation on a year-end camping trip with the Grade 7s. We
see the domino effect of learning that can be set off when a community of
scholars work together to make sense of structures in our environment.
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The most interesting part of this story for me was not the
plant itself, but the shift in my ability to notice it.
Something about that first recognition primed me to notice
them everywhere, even in less optimal circumstances.
Now I could discern these plants off the trail in the
shadows where previously they disappeared into the
background surface of the forest floor.

had been piqued by the fact that our guide had described
the snow plant as having a “vibrant red” colour. Knowing
that I was the structured word inquiry teacher, Matt asked
if I knew the base of <vibrant>.
“Hmmm…,” I thought. “It must be related to <vibrate>.” I
made mental word sums to test my hypothesis.
vibr + ate ➔ vibrate

Recognizing structures – the domino effect for
learning
The next day on the trail our guide paused to point out
another group of these vibrant red plants to all of us. We
learned more about the snow plant and the plant world in
general when Dawn, the other chaperone (and science
teacher), asked our guide to explain what made the plant
“semi-parasitic.”
Note the domino effect that grew from that initial
recognition of this plant. Without that first observation I
wouldn’t have shown my guide the image of this plant. In
turn, our guide would have been much less likely to stop
to point out this particular plant to the whole group. That
second discussion with a wider group sparked the
science teacher to ask a question I had not bothered to
investigate. As a result of Dawn’s question, we were all
introduced to a new category of plant life (semi-parasitic
vs. parasitic) that we had never heard of before. Soon,
still more dominoes would fall from that seemingly
insignificant first observation by the riverbank.
We started off on the trail again when one of the Grade 7
students asked me an entirely different kind of question
provoked by the discovery of this plant. Matt’s curiosity

vibr + ant ➔ vibrant
My background knowledge in orthography means that I
know about a structure called a “bound base.” This is a
base that never surfaces as a word on its own but
provides the core meaning and consistent spelling of any
word that it builds. Since few educators are trained to
know about bound bases, most cannot leverage these
common spelling structures to provoke the learning of
their students. However, at Nueva (and a growing number
of schools around the world) Grade 1 teachers and
students work with bound bases regularly. See just one
example of a Grade 1 student’s investigation of the bound
base <dict> in the box at the top of the next page.
Before my year at Nueva, the main focus of SWI had
been pre-k to Grade 4. This year I worked with Grades 5
and 6, but Grade 7 students have had little exposure so
far, so Matt didn’t have background to help him perceive
this connection on his own. However, Matt’s brother
happened to be in my high school SWI elective, and that
second-hand exposure to SWI was enough for him to
suspect that something interesting might happen if he
asked me about a word that had attracted his curiosity.
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My background experience with word structure made it
virtually impossible for me NOT to see the <vibr> base
and <-ant> suffix in <vibrant>. (Just like I could not help
seeing more snow plants once I had seen one.) A <vibr>
base in <vibrant> made the almost certain link to
<vibrate> obvious as well. Having identified the potential
spelling structure connection between these words, we

were sparked to investigate any meaning relationship.
“Well,” I thought out loud, “perhaps we think of ‘vibrant’
colours as colours that are so bright that they seem to
‘vibrate.’ Actually -- now that I think of it -- light actually
travels in waves, so all light literally does vibrate. I
suppose it makes sense the vibrant colours are those that
vibrate more!”
The natural beauty of Yosemite is stunning, but that
wasn’t the highlight of this trip for me. That moment
happened the next day when we met up with another
Nueva group and I overheard Matt enthusiastically
describing our revelation about “vibration” and “vibrant.”
Our new understanding was still reverberating for him.
This had been a fascinating word investigation for me, but
such discoveries are part of my everyday experience.1 It
was not everyday for Matt. For him, this was a new way
to learn from studying words. The fact that he brought up
this story on his own with friends the next day tells us it
was a meaningful learning experience. It is just possible
this will be the beginning to a lifetime noticing and
investigating interesting spelling-meaning questions.

At left, Nueva School Grade 1 student, Jordan, shares the matrix
for <courage> that she made with her mom for fun at home. At
right is Jordan’s personal dictionary that students made in her
class to collect the words they investigated. When they began that
long-term project, we investigated the bound base <dict> for “say,
speak” that builds <dictionary> and many other words as we see
with Jordan’s word sums from that matrix.

Learning as the process of becoming a “noticer”
As we saw in my snow plant story, I failed to notice
countless of these unique plants that were in plain view -until circumstances conspired to help me explicitly focus
my attention on one of them. From that experience
forward I couldn’t help but notice them all around me.

Earlier today my misspelling *<exorbident> made me realize that I didn’t know enough about the meaning of the word. I investigated
and discovered the obvious (after-the-fact) recognition that something <exorbitant> is so far out that it’s not even in <orbit>!
1
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Explicitly introducing children to meaningful spelling
structures sets a similar learning dynamic in motion. It
has long been my experience that once educators take
the time to highlight the most basic orthographic
structures, learners inevitably start noticing them on their
own. After all, the everyday world of the student in and
out of school is filled with written words comprised of
exactly such structures just waiting to be detected.
The experience of recognizing meaningful structures in
words brings with it the pride and joy of understanding we
see on the face of Grade 1 student Jordan and her
mother on the previous page. We see them celebrating
after successfully puzzling through a rich spelling
investigation they had taken on together at home for fun.
Their matrix shows that they found the spelling-meaning
connections of words like <courage>, <discourage>,
<encouragement>, <courageously> and the underlying
sense of “heart” echoed in all of these words.
Structured word inquiry from the start
But what about the very beginning of this process of
making sense of word structure? What can that look like?
Consider the following stories of pre-school children at
Nueva becoming independent “noticers” of spelling
structures based on the tiniest first step.
Near the beginning of the year, I used word combinations
like <play> / <playing> and <jump> / <jumping> to
introduce the Pre-K students to the fact that many bases
have an <-ing> suffix fixed to the end to make that word
work in a sentence. We began addressing these words
and suffixes orally, along with the hand movements

shown in the images above. Very soon we linked those
oral structures to their written forms as well.
For weeks after that brief introduction, students from
Carolee’s class would shout out words they had found
with <-ing> suffixes when I passed them in the hall. A little
while later Carolee shared this glorious story in an email:
“Funny story—in many parent conferences the
parents spoke to the fact that their children are so
into ‘<-ing> words.’ They mark them all the time in
speech and when being read to. Awesome.”
Then I got this email from one of these students’
parents…
For the past two weeks, Iris has been seeing the
world in compound words, bases, and suffixes -and amazing her grandparents by speaking about
those terms.
She's been using the fist/fingers hand motions to
show compound words and suffixes any time that
she reads a word that can be broken down.
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On our trip, she was reading all the signs in the
airport aloud. It was the first that I saw her truly
immersed and aware of all the printed words around
her....
Just this week, she was reading a book with the
word wonderful and pointed out with two fists,
wonder*ful. Compound word. I told her that <-ful> is
actually a suffix, and without saying a word Iris
corrected her hands fist*two fingers. It was very
cute.
Note how explicit exposure to one structure, the <-ing>
suffix, and some strategies to represent it, resulted in
these students independently looking for and finding word
structures beyond those that were explicitly taught. Like
my experience with the snow plant, once I attended to
this structure in the Yosemite forest, I could suddenly
recognize that structure everywhere. Once pre-schoolers
had the <-ing> structure highlighted for them, they
couldn’t help but see that same structure in the world of
words surrounding them.
The key learning experience was not about the <-ing>
suffix itself, however; it was the domino effect for learning
about meaningful word structure one little foothold offers.
The conversations and discoveries soon moved beyond
the <-ing> suffix to a wide variety of suffixes, bases, and
prefixes like the <wonderful> example.
A key characteristic of suffixes, of course, is that they are
always fixed to one or more meaningful word structures.
Once children have discovered the <-ing> in <playing>,
they are keen to share all sorts of words they know with

<play> in them. In
the image at right we
see a word web
Carolee and her
students constructed
together. Note how
Carolee uses colour
to highlight the
written morphemes
in these words. She
started them off with
some of these
words, but most
were chosen by the
students themselves.
For more on working with word
webs especially in the early
It can be astonishing
years, see THIS LINK from
to trace back the
Lyn Anderson’s excellent blog.
learning that can
ripple out from
something as simple
as tossing the pebble of an <-ing> suffix into the pool of
literacy learning in a pre-school classroom.
My favourite story that grew directly from that tiny
introduction to word structure was not even about all the
new morphemes these pre-schoolers were discovering,
however. The highlight was the understanding they
demonstrated with a gift I got at Christmas.
Iris gave me a lovely card on behalf of the class
highlighting the word <singing>. The class were so
excited to share with me that they had found a word that
has two <ing>s, but only one <-ing> suffix!
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Structure is Freeing
In my work in classrooms around the world, I often
encounter the fear that teaching about such
morphological structures in such young grades might be
too advanced and leave at least some students frustrated
and lost. In fact, I have found the exact opposite.
It is my experience that failing to highlight the key spelling
structures and conventions for children denies them the
traction they need to start looking inside words for the
spelling clues that link to words they already use or
understand in spoken language. Highlighting the
meaningful spelling structures of whatever words children
are interested in helps them become independent
noticers of the ordered way their writing system operates
to link words of related meaning.
Note that instruction that highlights word structures frees
children to select their own words for study. Students
don’t need to work with pre-selected lists of words. Once
a structure has been highlighted, the treasure hunt for
more examples in the world of text begins. And in the
interconnected world of word structure, each new
discovery launches ever new questions and opportunities
for deeper understanding.
Misunderstanding is Confining
I’m convinced that instruction which introduces children to
the false message that English spelling is full of irregular
words that they just have to learn one at a time confines
countless children to a pattern of struggle and frustration
with literacy. “Irregular” spellings are a necessary result of

instruction that omits the role of morphology. For
example, instruction which starts with phonology and
leaves morphology until later can present <does> only as
one of many “sight words” children just have to memorize.
Such instruction offers misunderstanding -- and thus
hinders motivation for further learning.

See a video of me teaching about this set of words in a
classroom at THIS LINK.

By contrast, consider what a teacher who understands
the interrelation of morphology and phonology can offer
when a student asks about the spelling of this word. A
linguistically savvy teacher can use this question to
launch the whole class into an investigation of the
meaning and structure of words related to <does> and
the parallel structure of the family of <go>. This “irregular”
spelling can be leveraged to introduce learners to the
highly regular and ordered system we actually have.
From “sight words” to “insight words” with Gina
Cooke
When teaching begins with letter-sound correspondences
without reference to morphology, the result is a learning
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environment where children are forced to deal with
frustrating “exception” words. A scientific attempt to
understand spelling would not just accept exceptions to a
hypothesis of how spelling works. Failing to account for
how certain spellings work would be taken as falsification
of the hypothesis being tested -- and the motivation for
continued scientific investigation for a deeper
understanding that accounts for more spellings.
Sparked by a deep linguistic understanding of how
spelling works, and recognition of the enormous barrier to
learning that results from teacher resources and training
with lists of “irregular spellings,” Gina Cooke (LEX)
produced a resource that turns this idea of “sight words”
on its head.

Click HERE to order her “InSight” word deck that uses
words usually maligned as “irregular” as a launching pad
for teachers and students to gain insight into the
fascinating, reliable way our written word actually works.
While the failure to address the interrelation of
morphology and phonology is a central flaw of most
classroom instruction -- it is far from the only issue. Gina’s
cards use the same “4 Questions” used in SWI
classrooms. Thus teachers who use these cards can
deepen their understanding of the interrelation of
morphology, etymology and phonology by making sense
of exactly the words that typically are presented as not
making sense!

Found an interesting word?
Investigate with these 4 questions...
1. What does the word mean?

2. How is it built?
•Can you identify any bases or affixes with a word
sum?
3. What other related words can you think of?
•Morphological relations: Can the Word Searcher
help you find words that could join your word on a
matrix?
•Etymological relations: Can a word origin dictionary
(e.g. Etymonline) help you?
4. What are the sounds that Matter?
•What grapheme/phoneme correspondences can you
find that fit within your hypothesized morphemes?
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Integrating Structured Word Inquiry across grades
and content areas
A necessary part of understanding any complex system is
that learners can recognize potentially important
structures that make up that system. That first step frees
them to pose questions about the nature of that structure
and how it relates to other structures in that system.

A note on the research evidence for SWI from the start
A deep irony of the history of instructional research is how long it
has been affected by the untested assumption that it was best to
avoid morphology instruction for younger or less abled readers. In
her hugely influential 1990 book “Beginning to Read” Marilyn
Adams speculated:

This dynamic spreads to any age and content area. Every
area of study has key terms and concepts to understand.
To facilitate teachers’ ability to leverage SWI for learning
subject, I created this “Investigations” forum on Real
Spellers with resources from SWI investigations that
came up through studies from pre-k to high school over
the year. (That forum will continue to evolve over time.)
For example, middle school math teachers asked me to
investigate the words “combination” and “permutation” to
make sense of these math terms. See an image from this
lesson below and further resources at THIS LINK to learn
why the common term “combination lock” is actually a
misnomer. Mathematically it should really be called a
“permutation” lock! I was also surprised to discovered a
link between “combination” and “binary.”

Although teaching older readers about the roots [base
morphemes] and suffixes of morphologically complex words
may be a worthwhile challenge, teaching beginning or less
skilled readers about them may be a mistake (p. 152).
Unfortunately, even though this view was clearly presented as a
suggestion, it has long been long been treated as though this is a
research-based position. When meta-analyses of morphological
instruction were finally conducted to test this hypothesis two
decades later, exactly the opposite was found. Younger and lessable readers gain the most from the introduction of morphological
instruction.
• See Bowers & Cooke, 2012 for a brief summary of this
research.
• See Bowers’ published research including the first major review
on morphological instruction (Bowers, Kirby, & Deacon, 2010) at
the bottom of the About WordWorks page.
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Opposite, see just two examples of upper elementary
investigations. This video by a Grade 5 student was
inspired by her interest in the French Resistance.
Samantha brings us through her many fascinating
discoveries from the <sist> family that are sure to delight
and surprise many. The Grade 4 class was learning how
to identify twin bases by referencing Latin word structure.
That study brought these two students to science terms
like <repel> and <repulsion>.

A screen shot of this
video by Grade 5
student Samantha
sharing her investigation
starting from the word
<resistance> sparked
by her interest in the
French Resistance.

Another example of leveraging SWI to deepen
understanding of subject area occurred near the
beginning of the year in a Grade 11 English class that
used President Obama’s speech at the funeral of
Reverend Pinckney as content for their study of rhetoric.
Click HERE to see a video sharing this investigation that
showed us the link between the term “subjugation” and
“jugular” that made the whole class shiver when we
discovered it with Etymonline.
One of my favourite posts on the “Investigations” page
grew from a Grade 2 students question about the word
<perspicuous> from a comic book, which ended up
linking to an investigation about the word <despicable>
from Grade 4 students. That study brought us to other
surprising relatives including <species>, <special>, and
<spice>! We found evidence for the etymological relations
between these words in the exceptional, free on-line
reference Etymonline but needed help from its author
Douglas Harper to make sense of that evidence. Click
HERE to see a video I posted of my conversation with
Doug that helped us learn about so much more than
these surprisingly related words.

The image above is of the SWI project investigating how to
identify twin bases by two Grade 4 students. Their work is a
great basis for deepening understanding science terms like
<repulsion>, <repel> and more.
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"It's [SWI] helped me when I find a word I
don't know because I now have the tools to
investigate it. These concepts are helpful in
math and science a lot. So when introduced
to a new term/concept I sometimes already
knew what it meant."
"SWI is definitely a subject that can be
integrated across disciplines. Connections
are drawn every day and the study of
etymology really informs me on a lot of cool
relations between words and associated
meanings."

Screen shot of a video conference with Etymonline’s Doug
Harper making sense of surprising etymological relatives
sparked by questions from Grade 2 and Grade 4 students.

High school students reflect on SWI for learning
One of the richest pleasures of the year for me was the
opportunity to teach a high school SWI elective. Here are
just some observations from those students who
recognize the generative nature for learning for any
subject area:
"Linguistics is applicable in every class
because the use of language is important to
every class. Exploring these connections
was one of the coolest parts of this class
because it opened new ways of thinking."

A conducive learning environment at Nueva
One of the many strengths I have observed at Nueva is
that it has long fostered a community of learners (staff,
faculty, students) who are always looking beneath the
surface to find deeper understandings of how things work.
I am confident that one of the reasons SWI has been
received and nurtured so effectively by the staff and
students here is that the type of deep investigations they
do in the classroom, with the support of programs like
Design Thinking that Nueva established, have primed
everyone for this process of identifying underlying
structures and using that understanding as a launching
pad for learning. Each new understanding prompts the
potential of noticing more and more subtle structures –
and thus the necessary fuel to propel inquiry learning: the
potential for perceiving and asking new questions.
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Students at Nueva grow up in an environment in which
the daily learning journey is driven not by seeking
answers, but by seeking questions. It is a culture in which
“answers” are not blindly accepted, but questioned.
Consider this excerpt from Damon and Michelle’s Grade
2 blog:
We asked one student what he especially likes
about SWI and he replied, “It’s incredible! At other
schools they tell you all the answers. We actually
have to figure out the answers!” We love this
response, and we especially love how it can be
applied across the board at Nueva – from math to
PE, from history to recess.

perceive the value of structured word inquiry more
profoundly than most from the beginning. And once those
roots of scientific inquiry are established, understanding
can take wing and deepen the learning every year.
August, 2016
Peter Bowers, PhD, WordWorks Literacy Centre
“Visiting Scholar” at The Nueva School, 2015-2016

Students at Nueva know that the best part of
learning isn’t being told how to do something and
then practicing doing it 20 times. It is, instead,
undertaking an authentic exploration of a concept
and uncovering some kind of organizing construct.
And the very best part is when you discover
something new and emerge with even more
questions you can’t wait to explore! This is what we
strive to provide for the students in 2nd grade –
genuine opportunities for discovery. What they are
starting to learn now is that the best discovery is a
question they had never thought to ask.
The learning environment that Damon and Michelle
describe and that is expressed so beautifully by this
Grade 2 student has been nurtured at Nueva long before
SWI was introduced. But it was this culture of learning for
both students and teachers that primed this school to

Pete and a kindergarten class at Nueva discover that like a “journalist”,
their new personal journals mark their journeys through the day!
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